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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Organic coatings provide one of the most cost effective means for corrosion

protection of structural alloys and are used extensively in both commercial and military

applications. Anticipated changes in coating technology brought about by environmental

concerns for excessive volatile organic content (VOC) of paints will require rapid

assessment of coatings to replace environmentally hazardous systems. Simplifying

coating processes by eliminating surface conversion layers now required for adhesion of

paints to steel would provide a benefit to manufacturing and structural maintenance. A

critical need exists, therefore, for pinpointing the chemical and molecular events which

limit the life of organic coatings on steel in a corrosive environment.

The focus of the work undertaken in this program has been on the role of the

corrosive environment in degrading the adhesion of organic coatings on steel. Although

the barrier nature of organic coatings plays a role in protecting the steel substrate, it

must be recognized that adhesion and molecular blocking of active sites on the surface

are crucial for providing corrosion resistance, and may actually determine the ultimate

life of the coating system. In a recent review Walter stated: "The concept of the paint

film as an impermeable membrane has been largely discredited by permeability data for

water and oxygen". This reflects earlier speculation by Gerhart that: "In principle, a

perfectly 'glued' surface coating can be reasoned as the ultimate protectant, provided

and if adhesion is perfect and enduring even allowing for absorbance and transport of

nature's corrodents."2  Clearly, adhesion or maintenance of an intimate molecular

contact between a low dielectric constant, non-conducting organic material and a metal

substrate diminishes the rate of corrosion of the metal despite the apparent facility of

corrodents such as oxygen and ionic solutes to permeate the organic matrix. It is the

objective of this project to understand the corrosion-induced degradation of adhesion of

organic coating/metal systems. Understanding the fundamentals of corrosion-induced

adhesion loss will lead to concepts for improving the resistance of the polymer/steel

interface to corrosive degradation perhaps in the absence of the now necessary

conversion coatings.

Figure 13 shows a schematic for the degradation of a polymer-coated metal

interface on a metal having an oxide that is less dense than the metal substrate.

According to this model, corrosion initiates at sites of initially present defects which are

I
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anodically active relative to the portion of the metal covered by non-defective coating.

The active metal at the defect anodically dissolves to form oxide corrosion products

while driving the adjacent surface covered by electrolyte saturated coating cathodic.

The cathodic polarization in the adjacent region alters the zeta potential (surface

charge) of the substrate, reduces the metal oxide, and reduces oxygen and water to form

a region of high alkalinity. These cathodic processes destroy adhesion of the organic film

to the substrate and propagate the corrosion. It is, therefore, this cathodic process

which determines the rate of failure of organic coatings on steel. Although it is more or

less agreed that the cathodic reaction adversely influences the adhesion of organic coat-

ings on steel to cause disbonding, the precise mechanism for the disbonding is not well

established. Four types of mechanisms have been proposed in the recent literature, the

first three of which have been summarized by Castle and Watts. 4 These mechanisms are:

1. Coating degradation
5 - 8

2. Interfacial failure 9

3. Dissolution of the substrate oxide 10

4. Development of a weak fluid boundry layer I 1

It is most likely however that a mixed mode of attack occurs.

0

Fig. 1

Schematic for organic coating
degradation by corrosion in
aerated, neutral aqueous media.

2
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2.0 OBJECTIVES

Based on the above considerations, experinientu hare been deigned to:

1. Evaluate the kinetics of cathodic disbonding and the nature of the irrevertable

alkaline attack on a model organic coating.

2. Determine the role of the substrate chemistry on the disbonding process as it

changes under cathodic polarization.

3. Determine the role of electrochemical potential and surface energetics on the

preference of metallic surfaces for an aqueous electrolyte over an organic

film.

3
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Scanning acoustic microscopic evaluation of the disbonding process has been

completed. The results have not only provided quantitative information on the disbond-

ing process in terms of rate constants for steel as a function of surface chemistry, but

have demonstrated the importance of the alkaline product from the cathodic reaction in

degrading the polymer and advancing the disbond region.

A series of wetting experiments have been completed. These experiments

have probed the acid-base nature of the steel/polymer adhesion. In one series of experi-

ments the extent of polymer adsorption from various solvents was determined from the

resulting hy 'ophobic behavior of the steel sample. This allowed determination of the

relative acid/base interaction of steel with organic polymers. The approach is based on

Fowkes adaptation of Drago acid/base scale for polymer adsorption. Results indicate

that the steel surface formed under oxidizing conditions is more acidic than CHCI 3 .

The advancing adhesion tension of steel for a pH 9.6 borate electrolyte con-

tacting steel shows an irreversible increase with cathodic polarization. This has been

attributed to electrochemically generated base which catalyzes the advance of aqueous

contact to a rough surface.

Displacement of an absorbed polymer contained in a film of polymer solution
from a steel surface modeled coating disbonding. The displacement of the polymer

depends on the potential of zero charge of the steel as determined from capacitance

evaluation. The polymer desorbs at potentials cathodic to the potential of zero charge

(pzc), where displacement of the polymer-containing organic phase fron steel by an

aqueous phase occurs more easily. Incorporation of a positively charged organic ion in

the organic phase inhibits the displacement of the organic film and suggests a possible

structure for incorporation into polymer coatings to improve resistance to cathodic

disbonding.

A number of experiments using the Science Center's pre-UHV sample prepara-

tion cell were made to elucidate the surface chemistry of iron under cathodic disbond

conditions. The iron surface for potentials between -400 and -1100 mV vs SCE appears to

be Fe 30 4 . For potentials more negative than -1100 mV (SCE) the iron oxide begins to

disappear via electrochemical reduction to form the zero valent metal. For potentials

4
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complicated by silica contamination from the preparation cell.
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4.0 SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS

4.1 Scaming Acoustic Microscopy 12-17

A scanning acoustic microscope (6AM) used in conjunction with in in itu,

three electrode electrochemical cell (Fig. 2) allowed rapid and accurate determination of

the rate of cathodic disbonding of a thin (4 urn) hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene iflin

(Polybd) from steel surfaces. Acoustic microscopy images changes in the acoustic

properties of the solid-solid interface and changes in the nechanical properties of the
polymer coating on steel. Such sensitivity is unavailable to conentiondl ligh:-opticdl

microscopy. These particular sensitivities and the in situ capabilit) has allowed the

disbonding process to be directly followed and quantified. Figure 3 shows time sequentidl

acoustic micrographs taken for regions adjacent to a scribe in a Polybd coating on a
polished and degreased (P+D) steel Q-panel. The specimen was polarized to -850 mV vs

Ag/AgCI in the 0.5 M NaCI electrolyte. As can be seen a region containing d distribution

of circular features grows away from the scribe (located at the bottom of the
micrographs in Fig. 3). This region is associated with the cathodic disbonding as

determined by a post test-tape pull. The cirrular features are attributed to the localized

attack of the organic film by the cathodically generated alkali. Experiments showed that

short time exposure of the coating to NaOH dramatically altered its acoustic impedance

before significant change in light optical properties were observed. The extension of the

region, d, away from the scribe could accurately be determined from the micrograph and

determined as a function of time as shown in Fig. 4a. The disbond distance d for Polybd

coated steel held in the 0.5 M NaCI at different potentials depends on time, t, as

d = d + K ,t (d)

This time dependence is consistent with that observed by Leidheiser and Wang 18 and with

the model proposed by Thornton. 1 1 The parabolic rate constant Kd depends on potential

as show in Fig. 4b illustrating the increase in disbonding kinetics for cathodic

polarization to potentials more negative than -700 mV vs Ag/AgCi.

Figure 4c shows that the cathodic build-up of an alkaline product alone propa-

gates the disbonding even in the absence of polarization. Accordingly, d continues to

6
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HYDROXY-TERMINATED POLYSUTADIENE
600 GRIT POD STEEL
-850 mV Ag/AgCI
0O5M NaCI

Fig. 3 SAM of hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (Poiybd) coated carbon steel
(Q-panels) after 1.5 min., 35.3 min. and 100.3 min of cathodic polarization at
-850 mV (Ag/AgGI).
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110-

100-

(b) 80-
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50- 0
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HYDROXY-TERMINATED POLYBUTADIENE
STEEL SUBSTRATE - 600 GRIT POLISHED AND DEGREASED
ELECTROLYTE - 0.5 M NaCI

Fig. 4 (a) Disband distance from the scribe, d, vs the square root of time.
(b) Disbonding parabolic rate constant, Kd, vs potential.
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-20 I 1 0
0 50 100 150
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Fig. 4 (c) Time dependence for the current and d for a I pm polished and hydroxy-
terminated polybutadiene-coated steel Q-panel.

increase for about 10 min after termination of the cathodic polarization (ca. 95 min in

Fig. 4c). Eventually d becomes constant with time as the alkaline build-up dissipates in

the absence of cathodic polarization (Fig. 4c).

The nature of the oxide/coating interphase also influences the disbonding

process. Cathodic disbonding kinetics were obtained for different surface treatments.

The results in terms of Kd Eq. (1) appear in Table 1. Uncertainty in Kd is expressed as

t one standard deviation determined by least squares fitting of the observations to

Eq. (1). r is an initiation time required before disbonding commences § . A highly polished

surface pretreatment exhibits accelerated disbonding as compared to the standard

polished (600 grit) and degreased (P+D) specimen. The initiation time for this specimen,

however, is somewhat longer as compared to that for the P+D specimen (Table 1). The

increase in Kd for the highly polished specimen may be attributed to the shorter, less

tortuous diffusion path for the electrolyte along the disbond away from the scribe. The

nitric acid treated specimen has a longer initiation time, and exhibits a lower disbond

§r o = (do/K 2)2.

9
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rate as compared to the P+D specimen, Kd. The sample having a surface treated with

the organo-titanate adhesion promoters (LICA #38) had half the disbond rate and a longer

T as compared to the P+D specimen (Table 1).

Table 1

Kd and c Determined for a Polarization of -850 mV vs Ag/AgCI as

a Function of Surface Preparation

Specimen ID Specimen/Surface Treatment* Kd (wm//min) ' o (min)

65 P+D 82 3 4
96 Polished < I um 108 4 25
53 P+D/HNO 3  68 ± 2 71
41 P+D/INH. HCI 52 - 2 26
45 P+D/LICA in polymer 52 - 1 2
46 P+D/LICA on surface 41 ± 2 27

*Glossary of Terms

P+D Polished and degreased
HNO 3  Steel oxidized with HNO 3
INH.HCI Steel cleaned with HCI containing inhibitor
LICA Kenrich organotitanate coupling agent #38

4.2 Surface Analysis

In order to characterize the surface chemistry of steel under the conditions of

cathodic polarization and high alkalinity , tests were initiated using the pre-UHV sample

preparation cell shown in Fig. 5. This system allowed conditioning of test surfaces with

respect to potential and electrolyte chemistry followed by a direct transfer into the UHV

chamber for analysis by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) or X-ray electron spectros-

copy (XPS) without exposure to the laboratory environment. This is particularly

important for exploring the nature of surface films on iron which exist for the reducing

chemical and electrochemical conditions as existing in the cathodic disbond zone.

Previously the system shown in Fig. 5 was used to introduce into a UHV chamber for

surface analysis a specimen that was electrochemically conditioned in a highly alkaline

NaOH solution. Problems with respect to excessive sodium and silica residues were

encountered. The NaOH electrolyte was not sufficiently volatile and it extracted

excessive quantities of silica from the glass containing components of the apparatus.

10
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M NEEDLE 40 #0

0 LOT

K

Fig. 5 Schematic for the pre-UHV sample preparation cell.

Recently, some materials changes have been made in the test apparatus and a 0.2%

NH 4OH- (pH 11.1) was used as the model alkaline medium. This electrolyte provided

alkalinity typifying the cathodic crevice beneath a coating, but was sufficiently dilute

and volatile to allow it to be easily removed under vacuum. Details of the test procedure
appear in Sect. 5. 1.

4.3 Wetting

Figure 6a shows the apparatus used to measure the adhesion tension of the

liquid of immersion for a cylindrical sample. The adhesion tension, Asab , is defined as

Fw/ where Fw and P are defined in Fig. 6b as the wetting force and sample perimeter

respectively. In order to examine the role that cathodic reactions have in altering the

competition of organic materials with aqueous electrolytes, baseline adhesion tension of

the aqueous electrolyte as a function of applied cathodic potential and current has been

evaluated for steel. tiAsab (Asab(open circuit) -Asab(potential)) for a freshly prepared
steel surface immersed in air-equilibrated 0. M NaCI appears in Fig. 7. As can be seen,

Asb increases with applied potential for potentials rrore negative than

11
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Electronic microbelmnce

(a) wrigeetoe $a

j1 computer

0.4 jam/s to 2 cm/s
displacement resolution <I jam

. lug resolution C 1 Idn)

Fig. 6

(a) Surface tension apparatus.F
(b) schematic showing the forces
on a Wilhelmy plate. 

li a

d Fw liqud vb

Fg

F= F *F *F(b) g FW "

F 5 wetting force of l'quid

Fw =P Asab = P 1 t I cosesab =wetting force

Fg =mg =gravitational force

Fb = -glIr'zd p = buoyancy

P =perimeter of the sample
r= radius of cylindrical sample

d :immersion depth
g =gravitational constant
p =liquid densitul

51=surface tension of the liquid
Asab c adhesion tension
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-750 mV vs Ag/AgCI. Hence, the steel appears to become more hydrophilic with increas-

ing cathodic potential. The data for Fig. 7 were obtained after immersing the sample in

the 0.5 M NaCI at open circuit. After immersion, the potential was increased at a

constant rate and then reversed. As shown in Fig. 7, the increase in &Asab is

irreversible. Increase in the potential causes an increase in hydrophilic behavior

(increased Asab), but reversal of the potential does not return Asab to the initially low

and more hydrophobic value.

AAsab for steel that was initially passivated at 0 volt vs Ag/AgCI in the pH
9.6 borate buffer and then subjected to a galvanostatic reduction at -220 uA/cm 2 rapidly

increases when the potential reaches -750 mV. At this potential a Fe(lll) oxide surface

has been converted to a more reduced oxide 1 9 (Fig. 8). The charge passed to this point is

approximately 10 mC/cm2 which corresponds to roughly 156 A. 19 Assuming a surface

roughness factor of 2-2.5, the corresponding oxide film thickness is about 69 A, a

reasonable value for an anodically formed film. With conversion to the reduced oxide in

the aerated environment, the oxygen reduction reaction then takes over with the

formation of sodium hydroxide rather than further reduction of the oxide. The

generation of sodium hydroxide most likely catalyzes the wetting process for the rough

surface.

15.

E
U

HCI etched Steel
C 0.5 Mi NaCI

Air Exposed. pH 9.6 Borate

< 0-
-400 -600 -800 -1000

Potential, mV vs Ag/AgCI

Fig. 7 Change in advancing adhesion tension, AAa vs potential
for HCI-etched steel in aerated 0.5 M NaC.-
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

5.1 Pre-UHV Cell for Surface Analysis

Figure 5a shows the cell used to prepare specimens for direct transfer to the

UHV chamber for surface analysis. The cell is mounted on a 20 cm stainless steel flange

so that it extends into the UHV chamber and is constructed from titanium and PVC.

Previously 2 0 ,21 glass-filled teflon was used rather than PVC. The use of alkaline

solutions which tend to dissolve the silica glass required the change in materials as was

determined in the previous year of work. The solution or water rinses can be admitted

and expelled from an exterior reservoir system the details of which appear in Fig. 5.

There is a small circular opening between the cell and the UHV chamber for inserting the

sample. The opening can be vacuum sealed from within the cell by a movable plug and

can be sealed from within the UHV chamber with the sample. A saturated calomel

reference electrode is used to measure the potential.

By means of a movable plug, the cell is closed to the chamber and is evacuated

independently of the UHV system. After achieving UHV, the sample is inserted into the

cell opening and gripped in place. Solution is then admitted into the cell from the

external reservoir and the plug is retracted to cause immersion of the sample in

solution. With valves A and P (the plug) open (Fig. 5b), the sample can be polarized or its

potential measured using the cell wall as the counter electrode. When the sample has

been exposed to the solution the desired length of time under controlled potential or

current conditions, the electrolyte is drained, and rinsed if desired and the remaining

liquid is pumped using a sorption pump-trap apparatus; the plug is then inserted from the

inside of the cell. The plug and sample surfaces are separated by - 0.2 mm when both are

inserted. The sample is next removed for analysis. This system allowed Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the surface of a

carbon steel sample under varied conditions of applied cathodic potential or current in an

alkaline 0.2% NH 4 OH electrolyte without transporting the specimen through air where

the as-prepared reduced state would most likely revert to a more oxidized condition.

15
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5.2 Wetting Experiments

Wetting forces were measured using a Cahn 4000 microbalance and a Rame-

Hart variable linear linear drive. For slow extension of specimens into the test liquid,

the extension was measured by a LVDT interfaced to a micro-computer which also

monitored electrochemical parameters such as potential and current as shown in
Fig. 6a. The surface tensions for liquids at various pH were evaluated from the forces on

a slowly withdrawn (10 pm/s) freshly flamed and cooled Pt wire. For this measurement

the contact angle on the wire at the point of withdrawal from the liquid was assumed to

equal zero and hence the observed Fw/P at the point of withdrawal equals the surface

tension of the liquid

Fw/P = YI cos 0 = YI (2)

The advancing adhesion tension, Asaba (see Appendix) and contact angles for samples
having different surface preparations were made from the value of Fw/P after 2 mm

immersion of a 0.075 radius steel cylinder test electrode into the test medium. The

surface pretreatments appear in Table 2.

Table 2
Surface Treatments

Treatment Solution Time/Temp.

Oxalic 40 ml water 2 . I min/50*C
20 ml (100g/1) oxalic acid
4 ml 30% H 2 0 2

Nitric Concentrated Nitric Acid I min/RT*

HF Conc. HF (48%) 1 min/RT

Sulfuric 50% of 70% H 2 SO4 I mil

HCI 50% conc. HCI I min.

*Following the oxalic acid treatment.
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A number of wetting tests were made from a borate buffer test solution

containing 0.1 M boric acid and 0.05 M NaOH (pH 9.6). All aqueous solutions were made
from reagent grade chemicals and > 16 M a cm water processed by a Barnstead Nanopure

ion exchange system.

Reagent grade tetra-hydrofuran (THF) and CHCI 3 were dried over 5A activate

molecular seives. These solvents were used to make solutions of polymethyl

methacrylate (PMMA) (Aldrich Chemical Co., Catalog No. 18,225-7, Lot I 03),

Polychloride/vinyl chloride copolymer (PVC), (Aldrich Chemical Co., Catalog No.

18,300-8, Lot / AD05). PMMA-Lucite 4F (E.I. DuPont de Nemours). Chemically polished

carbon steel cylinders (0.075 mm radius) were exposed to the solutions having varied

concentration of the respective polymer. Following exposure the steel cylinder was

immersed at a rate of 10 um/s into pH 9.6 borate buffer to a depth of 2 mm while

measuring the force on the cylinder using the Cahn micro-balance.

Reagent grade xylenes were used to make solutions of hydroxy-terminated

polybutadiene (Polybd', Arco Specialty Chemicals, Philadelphia, PA, Lot #604196). The

solutions typically contained 0.675% by weight of the polymer. In some cases the Polybd

solutions contained 0.6% of a species containing a large organic anion (tall oil fatty acid,

Acintol FA2, Arizona Chemical Co, Panama City, FL) or 0.6% of a large organic cation,

Adogen 464 (methyl trialkyl(Cg-Ci 0 ) ammonium chloride, Aldrich Chemical Co., Catalog

#85,657-6, Lot #0408PL).

The xylene solutions served as the organic phase in the three-phase wetting

experiments whereby the steel cylinder (0.075 mm radius) passed at a rate of 5 Ium/s

through the organic phase into an aqueous pH 9.6 borate buffer phase under electro-

chemical control. Continuous measurements of electrochemical potential, current, load,

and extension into the liquid for the sample were made using the apparatus in Fig. 6a.
The force vs extension data allowed the determination of the adhesion tension, Asab , for

the aqueous phase, b, in the presence of the organic phase, a, as defined in Appendix 1.

Asab provided a measure of the tendency for the surface-active coating polymer to be

displaced by the aqueous phase as a function of applied potential. Control of the

potential in the aqueous phase relied on a PAR model 378 potentiostat used in conjunc-

tion with a Ag/AgCI reference electrode and a length of Pt wire as the auxiliary

electrode. The reference electrode varied by no more than 10 mV against an external

standard.
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5.3 Electrochemical Impedance

The electrochemical impedance for a carbon steel cylinder (0.075 mm)

immersed in the pH 9.6 borate buffer was determined as a function of frequency and

potential using the PAR Model 273 Potentiostat and Solartron 1255 Frequency Response

Analyzer. The data were collect with the system under control of M388 Electrochemical

Impedance Software. The impedance spectra were analyzed using EQUIVCRT

Version 3.61.22 The frequency dependent complex impedance Z(s) was fit by adjusting

the parameters Yo, n, R, , and R2:

Z(s) R1 + R2/(I + R2Yo s n) (3)

where s = jw, j2 = _1. w is the angular frequency in radians/s. R, equals the solution

resistance and R2 represents the polarization resistance. Yo is a constant related to the

capacitance, Cd, by:

Cd= YO l/nR (1-n)Jn

assuming that the characteristic time for the electrochemical relaxation equals

R 2 Cd. 2 2 Electrochemical impedance measurements were made under potentiostatic

control using a ± 10 mV modulation. Five data points were collected/decade of

frequency change from 10 kHz to 10 mHz for oxalic acid polished steel in pH 9.6 borate

buffer.

18
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6.0 DETAILS OF RECENT RESULTS

6.1 Results for Wetting Experiments

Figure q shows a plot of surface tension vs pH for water adjusted to different

pH with the addition of NaGH. Since the solutions were not buffered a drift in pH for

the cases near neutral were observed. This variation in pH was monitored by a pH

measurement mad2 before and after the wetting experinment. The surface tension was

taken as the maximum receding force divided by the sample perimeter and corrected for

gravity and buoyancy on a pre-flamed Pt wire as it is withdrawn from tho solution. This

force equals the surface tension of the liquid assuming the contact angle of the liquid on

the specimen is zero. This is a very good assumption for a well cleaned Pt wire as it

recedes from an aqueous solution. As can be seen from the plot in Fig. 9, the surface

tension of water decreases as the pH increases above neutral. The iowering of the

surface energy of the liquid as a result of a surface excess of the electrolyte will

enhance its ability to %et the steel surface. Thermodynamic colsiderations (Gibbs)

dictate that a surface excess of the solute (NaOH) exists. Alkalir, .. dit, therefore,

favor the presence uf NaOH at the surface of the electr,,I. . and wetting of the surface.

so -

Fig.9 E 70

Surface tension of water as a C
function of pH. -

50

5 6 7 S 9 to I 12

pH

The riAe of surface roughness in wetting has been a subject of conflicting

reports, most likely as a result of the large hysteresis in wetting of rough surfaces.

Advancing contact angles on rough surfaces are, in general, much lower than receding

contact angles. Wenzel 2 4 reports that the contact angle of wetting liquids will decrease

for rough surfaces, while more recent work 2 5 ' 2 6 reports that surface roughness increases
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advancing contact angles due to the need to overcome the energy barriers produced by

asperities (demanding low microscopic contact angles for the liquid to advance). This

appears to be the case for steel in contact with the pH 9.6 borate solution as shown by

the data in Table 3 and Fig. 10. The steel was prepared by the treatments of Table 2.

Carbon steel plate with the treatments of Table 2 give surface profiles shown in

Figs. 10. As can be seen the surface roughness on the 100 tim scale is considerably less

for the nitric acid and oxalic acid treatments giving advancing contact angles of 0 and

340, respectively, while the rougaher HCI and sulfuric acid etched surfaces give high

advancing contact angles of 76 and 1200. This correlates with the rms roughness data,

Ra, as measured on actual test cylinders (Table 3). The Ra values represent the average

obtained from at least five 300 jim scans of the test cylinders using a Dektak 3030

Profilometer. The plus or minus deviations are the calculated standard deviation of the

respective averages. As can be seen the rougher surfaces tend to be more hydrophobic

giving highter advancing contact angles e. All samples were treated in the respective

solution ater first chemically polishing in the oxalic acid solution (Table 2). It was found

that the nitric acid treatment (a passivation) produced no additional roughening by itself

and, therefore, its roughness depended entirely on the preceding oxalic acid etch. The

HCI and sulfuric acid treatments roughened the surface.

Table 3

Adhesion Tension and Calculated Contact Angle for
Advancing pH 9.6 Borate on Steel Surfaces

Treatment Aasab, dyne/cm e, degrees* Ra9 Jm

Oxalic 66 0 0.16 ± 0.06

Sulfuric -33 120 0.56 ± 0.1

HCI 16 76 0.24 ± 0.04

Nitric 55 34 0.13 ± 0.03

*Assuming 6 for liquid of 66 dyne/cm (Fig. 9).

It is most likely that the effect of applied potential on the wetting of steel

(Fig. 7) can be explained by localized lowering of the surface tension of the liquid due to

the generation of base at the surface (see Fig. 9) thereby enabling the meniscus to

overcome the asperities. Hence, cathodic polarization will catalyze the advancing of the
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2000AL

menicus, but reversal of the potential will not reverse the observed surface force as

shown in Fig. 7. Teschke and coworkers 27 recently invoked a change in surface

concentration brought about by high anodic dissolution of iron and Al in I M H2 SO4 for

increasing a wetting force (Asab). While the system under consideration here differs

from the rapidly dissolving metals in concentrated acid, the principle of a local build-up

in the concentration of a surface species which lowers surface tension of the liquid and

hence alters Asab applies for both cases.

The results for the potential influenced wetting of steel by aqueous electro-
lytes demonstrate an important factor in the mechanism of cathodic disbonding, the fact

that cathodic generation of base sufficiently lowers the surface tension of the liquid so

as to enhance the rate of wetting of the steel by the electrolyte. Questions remain as to
whether and by what mechanism cathodic polarization displaces the organic films and

polymers from the steel surface. To address these question, a series of experiments were

performed to establish: (1) the mechanism of the displacement of an inert organic layer

from steel in the presence of electrolyte as a functior of applied potential, and (2) the

role of specific polymer/metal interactions in this process.
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Figure I I shows the force/perimeter ratio, F/P, for an oxalic acid chemically

polished steel cylinder immersed and extracted at 5 ijm/s from a fluid comprised of

approximate 0.15 cm layer of xylene over a pH 9.6 borate electrolyte. As the sample

passes into the xylene layer (0.03 cm in Fig. 11), a force corresponding to 28 dyne/cm

appears on the metal directed into the liquid. This force divided by the perimeter equals

the surface tension of the licioid indicating a zero degree contact angle for the xylene on

the steel. As the sample passes through the xylene phase a linear decrease in F/p with

extension results due to the linear increase in buoyancy with depth. Upon passing into

the borate phase (at about 0.2 cm in Fig. 11) a time-varying force in excess of the

buoyancy tending to expel the specimen is felt by the sample as evidenced by a decrease

in the force at a rate greater than the decrease due to increased buoyancy. This

hydrophobic force comes to equilibrium with a return to the linear decrease in force with

extension due to buoyancy at an immersion of about 0.4 cm (Fig. 11). The equilibrium

F/p corrected for buoyancy gives the adhesion tension of the electrolyte for the steel in

the presence of the xylene phase under advancing conditions, Aa sab , as illustrated in

Fig. 11. Upon the start of withdrawal of the specimen, a rise in F/p occurs. F/p for the

receding miniscus then comes to steady state exhibiting the linear change due to

diminishing buoyancy as the sample is withdrawn (Fig. 11). As the sample passes into the

organic xylene layer it pulls up the borate meniscus. The difference between the steady

state F/p for the receding sample corrected for buoyancy, and the F/p for the specimen

in the xylene layer as corrected for buoyancy gives the adhesion tension of the

electrolyte for steel in the presence of the xylene under receding conditions, Arsab, as

illustrated in Fig. 11.

For Fig. 11 no potential was applied to the specimen as it passed into the

aqueous layer. The open circuit potential for the specimen as it passed into the aerated,

pH 9.6, 0.1 M boric acid/0.05 M NaOH achieved a steady value of -260 mV vs Ag/AgCI.

For an applied potential of -1100 mV vs Ag/AgCI, the results (Fig. 12) differ considerably

from the open circuit case of Fig. 11. In the first instance, upon moving into the aqueous

phase, F/p immediately increases. However, there is a large amount of fluctuation as

the sample moves into the aqueous phase. The xylene rnniscus seems to stick and then

recede. When the meniscus of the xylene layer sticks, F/p decreases. F/p rises rapidly as

the xylene layer recommences recession with advancement of the sample through the

interface.
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Subtracting the linear component of F/p (correcting for buoyancy) and
subtracting a linear component of the observed current (effectively normalizing for area
exposed to the aqueous phase) results in the time dependent fluctuations 6Aasxb and 61
in adhesion tension and current respectively (Fig. 13). Note that a cathodic current spike
occurs coincident with each increase in 6Aab* The increase in current occurs as the
organic meniscus pulls back exposing fresh surface. The current spike may be a

combination of faradaic and non-faradaic current (charging of the double layer).
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Figure 14 summarizes the observed potential dependence for the advancing (a)

and receding (b) adhesion tension for the electrolyte contacting the steel in the presence

of xylene. For the advancing contact, the adhesion tension for the aqueous phase

decreases to values below zero (hydrophobic interaction) for sufficiently high potentials

(above -600 mV vs Ag/AgCI), but increases to relatively high values of 30 dyne/cm at

-1000 mV (hydrophilic). The receding adhesion tension remains relatively high, but a

minimum appears between -600 and -800 mV. The steel becomes slightly more suscep-

tible to wetting by the aqueous phase (higher A) under both cathodic and anodic polariza-

tion away from the -600 mV minimum. However, Arsab decreases again at -350 mV.

The second phase of the wetting work focused on the displacement of an

organic polymer by an alkaline electrolyte. These experiments were designed to pinpoint

the molecular process involved in coating deadhesion. Initially experiments focused on

the role of surface acid/base behavior. A typical acidic polymer (PVC) and a basic

polymer (PMMA) were used as surface probes. These polymers could not be dissolved in

neutral CCI 4 following the approach of F. Fowkes. 28 The acidic polymer could easily be

dissolved in a basic solvent (THF) and the basic polymer was dissolved in an acidic

solvent (CHCI 3). However, the basic polymer could also be dissolved in THF. Freshly

chemically polished (Oxalic acid treatment in Table 2) and dried steel samples were
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equilibrated for several hours in solutions having weight fractions varying from 10-10 to
0.1. The samples were removed from the polymer solution and blow dried followed by a
measurement of the advancing adhesion tension from force vs extension curves as the

sample passed at open circuit into the borate solution to a depth of 0.2 cm. For very

dilute polymer solutions little polymer adsorbed onto the steel surface. As a

consequence, the adhesion tension for the electrolyte/steel interface was high,

approaching the maximum 66 dyne/cm (surface tension for the pH 9.6 the borate
electrolyte) (Fig. 15). The metal remained hydrophilic. For both the PMMA in THF and

the PVC in THF, the observed adhesion tension for the electrolyte decreased when the
steel was treated in polymer solutions above a weight fraction of 3o10 - '4. The transition

of the metal from hydrophilic to hydrophobic occurred at the 3-10 - 4 weight fraction for

both polymers in THF (Fig. 15) showing that the free energies for the adsorption of the
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Fig. 15 Advancing adhesion tension of the electrolyte for steel
(air/steel/borate) vs polymer concentration of a pre-
treatment solution.

polymers on the steel surface from the basic THF were identical*. No particular

preference of the steel to absorb the acidic polymer from the basic THF solvent, or the

basic polymer (PMMA) from the basic THF was observed. The basic THF excluded both

of the polymers from the steel surface to an equal extent. On the other hand, PMMA in

the acidic CHCI 3 solvent shows a somewhat greater tendency to absorb onto the steel

surface. Note that the transition from wetting to non-wetting for PMMA in CHCI 3

occurs at 2-10 - 5 w.f. for the polymer** in the CHCI 3 as compared 3,10-4 w.f. of the

PMMA in the basic THF. This corresponds to a more favorable energy of adsorption of

the PMMA from the CHCI 3 by about 5.7 kJ/mol* as compared to absorption from THF.

The surface competes more successfully with the acidic CHCI 3 solvent for the PMMA as

compared to competition by the surface with the basic THF for PMMA. The steel

surface appears, therefore, to be weakly acidic by the arguments of Fowkes. 28 This is

consistent with the chemically polished (oxalic acid) surface containing more of an acidic
iron(Ill) oxide as opposed to the more basic iron(l) oxide. 29 XPS analysis for the Oxalic

acid treated surface confirms that the surface contains some Fe(lll) oxide species

(Sect. 6.2). More data along these lines are needed to completely characterize the acid-

*The free energy of adsorption will be proportional to the log of a concentration for 1/2
a monolayer of adsorbate, ac according to the equation: dG = 2.303RT log ac. For the
experiments performed with the polymer solutions the concentration for the transition
from hydrophobic to hydrophilic is taken as ac.

*Both the Aldrich PMMA and the Lucite 4F, a commercial PMMA resin.
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base properties of the test surface. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to hypothesize

that the best polymer metal interaction for the oxalic acid treated surface occurs when

the polymer is slightly basic.

While the experiments of Fig. 15 provide information on the basic interaction

of the polymer with the slightly acidic steel surface, a more detailed understanding of

the processes that take place during the displacement of polymers from metallic surfaces

under electrochemical polarization is required for analysis of the mechanism of cathodic

disbonding. Hence, wetting experiments similar to those of Fig. 11 were performed, but

with the organic xylene phase containing a model polymer solute (Polybd).

Figures 16a-g show the resulting F/p vs extension curves for a set of

experiments with the xylene layer containing 0.675 weight % of the hydroxy-terminated

polybutadiene (Polybd). As can be seen in Fig. 16, two distinct curves result. Curves for

potentials positive to -600 mV (Fig. 16 a-b) exhibit little hysteresis and the sample

remains hydrophobic (a decrease in F/p in the electrolyte phase) even upon its

withdrawal. However, considerable hysteresis occurs in the force vs extension curves for

potentials of -600 mV (Fig. 16) and more negative (Fig. 16d-g). While the advancing

behavior (taken during sample immersion) mimics that for the samples above -600 mV,

the sample becurnes rather hydrophilic upon withdrawal for potentials of -600 mV and

below.

The results for the wetting experiments of Fig. 16 are summarized in Fig. 17 in

terms of the potential dependence of Aasab and Arsab, the advancing and receding

adhesion tensions for the electrolyte to the steel in the presence of the polymer-

containing organic (xylene) layer. Aasab remains negative and nearly potential indepen-

dent showing uniform hydrophobic behavior for the steel as a result of polymer adsorp-

tion at the surface. However, with receding contact, Arsab is near zero dyne/cm for

potentials above -600 mV while below -600 mV, Arsab steps to about 10 dyne/cm. These

results show that the hydrophobic behavior is retained even after passing through the

electrolyte when the potential is sufficiently high, but cathodic polarization to potentials

more negative than -550 mV causes the sample to become hydrophilic evidenced by an

increased Arsab, The transition from hydrophilic to hydrophobic occurs sharply at

-550 mV vs Ag/AgCl. Above -550 mV the polymer remains irreversibly adsorbed on the

steel, keeping it hydrophobic, whereas below -550 mV the polymer desorbs and the steel

becomes hydrophilic for receding contact.
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The integrated Faradaic charge, Q, that passes during the wetting experiment

as a function of potential appears in Fig. 18 along with Arsab. Q measures the extent of

the cathodic reaction during the test. For potentials more negative than -1000 mV the

charge rapidly increases as the hydrogen formation starts to dominate the electrode

kinetics. Below this potential the predominant reaction is the oxygen-limited
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reduction. Arsab shows a step between -450 and -600 mV and does not increase for more

negative potentials. Arsab, therefore, does not appear to directly follow the cathodic

reaction.

The sharp change in the wetting behavior as measured by Arsab over a very

short potential region around -550 mV vs Ag/AgCI suggests that the ability of the

electrolyte phase to displace the polymer as adsorbed from the xylene solution relates to

the potential of zero charge (pzc) for the steel. Below the pzc the steel attains a

negative charge and tends to displace a polymer that has a negative zeta potential,

whereas above the pzc the positively charged steel surface retains a good bond to the

adsorbed polymer.

The Lippmann-Helmholz equation relates the surface tension for the solid

surface to the double integral of the double layer capacitance, Cd:

Ys = -J[JCd-dE~dE (5)

and the excess surface charge as the integral of the double layer capacitance:

Qs = -'Cd'dE (6)

The constants of integration will depend on the potential of zero charge, pzc.

Figure 19 shows the observed double layer capacitance for the steel in the test

electrolyte as a function of potential. Performing the integrations with the assumption

that the pzc equals -550 mV as suggested by the location of the step in the Arsab vs

potential curve (Fig. 17) provides the constants of integration and allows determination

of the potential dependences for the surface charge density, Qs (Fig. 20), and the metal

surface tension ys (Fig. 21). As can be seen by this analysis, the surface tension for the

steel decreases quite dramatically upon cathodic polarization where a negative surface

charge is present. Under cathodic polarization the work required to form a metal

surface, ys-dA is substantially less than that for the more anodic potentials. This may

contribute to the tendency for adhesive failure of organic coatings on steel.
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The preceding analysis also shows that at cathodic potentials more negative

than -550 mV vs Ag/AgCI in pH 9.6 borate the steel surface has a net negative charge

that repels the polymer. The polymer must, therefore, have a negative zeta potential.

Small quantities of fixed residual negative charge within the polymer most likely

contribute to the negative zeta potential.
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The question can be asked: can the adhesion of the organic film to the steel be

improved with the presence of fixed positive charge in the polymer film? Accordingly, a

large molecular weight organic cation, the long chain alkyl quaternary ammonium

compound, Adogens 464, was dissolved in the organic phase along with the Polybd

polymer. F/p vs extension for the steel sample as it passes through the respective liquid

layers with a polarization to -1100 mV in the electrolyte layer appears in Fig. 22. The

Adogen' decreases the surface tension of the xylene/electrolyte interface, yxe' as

compared to that for the xylene solution of the polymer containing no Adogena. As a

result no dramatic decrease ir F/p occurs when the sample traverses the organic/

aqueous interface as occurs for the solution with no AdogenO (compare Fig. 22 with that

for Fig. 16g). However, as the sample is withdrawn from the solution, F/p increases only

at a rate consistent with buoyancy changes (Fig. 22). No dramatic increase in F/p at

reversal occurs. This differs from the observation for no Adogen" (Fig. 16g) where a

large increase in F/p occurs. For the sample with no Adogenw, the receding adhesion

tension for the aqueous phase with the metal in the presence of the organic layer (Ar sab)

is about 10 dyne/cm, but there is no measurable adhesion tension of the electrolyte for

the sample surface when the organic phase contains the positively-charged large organic

cation (Adogen' 464) (compare Figs. 16g and 22, respectively).

0 -l 100 mv

* 0.675% hydroxy terminated polybutadiene
in the Xylene layer

* 0.6% Adogen 464- in the Xylene phase

Fig. 22 * pH 96. 0.1 IM boric/borate buffer

F/p vs extension for the chemically 40

polished steel polarized at -1100 mV
vs Ag/AgCI and passing through the
interfaces formed by air/xylene E 30-

(0.675% Polybd+0.6% Adogen 464)/ 20
borate.

1-

0 0 25 0 5 0 75

eA.ension,cm
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This result has important implications for designing polymer coatings for

optimum cathodic disbonding resistance. Clearly an organic coating, that has a positive

zeta potential, produced, for example, by a small concentration of positive fixed charges

grafted onto the polymer backbone, would be expected to have enhanced adhesion to the

steel under cathodic conditions. Several caveats to this statement must be made,

however. First, positively fixed charge must have a a benign anion. While OH-, borate,

phosphate or a number of inhibitor anions such as chromate and molybdate may be

beneficial, there is always the possibility that such sites can serve as exchange sites for

chloride ion which usually has a detrimental effect***. In the second place, an organic

coating with negatively fixed charge may loose adhesion under anodic conditions and

would certainly be a less basic and most likely acidic polymer. Note, however, that

cathodically deposited organic coatings have superior corrosion resistance as compared

to anodically deposited organic coatings. 3 0 This fact supports the arguments made above

that better adhesion will result from the presence of residual positive charge at the

coating metal interface. Development of polymer coatings with a small concentration of

fixed positive charge might be accomplished by grafting quaternary ammonium

functionality onto the polymer backbone.

6.2 Results for the Surface Analysis

Knowledge of the surface chemistry of carbon steel under cathodic disbond

conditions will lend important support or provide critical data to the proposed mechanism

of cathodic disbonding. In order to establish the surface chemistry of carbon steel in an

environment simulating the cathodic disbond zone, steel samples were treated electro-

chemically in the cell described in Fig. 5 and Section 5.1. The particular objective of

this phase of the program has been to determine the chemistry of the iron compounds

that are stable on the carbon steel surface under cathodic disbond conditions.

The electrolyte used was 0.2% NH 4 OH (pH 1.1). This dilute electrolyte was

chosen to provide an alkaline environment while being sufficiently dilute to play a

***Note that Agarwala 38 used Adogen" with borate, molybdate, dichromate and nitrite

as a water displacing corosion inhibiting system. His approach provides some of the
motivation for the approach described here. The ability of the compound to render
cathodic sites hydrophobic might explain its ability to inhibit the hydrogen caused
SCC of high strength steel.
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minimal adsorption role. Most importantly, the electrolyte was entirely volatile and was

readily removed in the vacuum. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) detected virtually no

nitrogen on the test surfaces. Previous work using a concentrated NaOH electrolyte

resulted in steel surfaces heavily contaminated with residual Na 2 0 and silicon

compounds. The silicon compounds were leachates from the glass of the test cell. A

redesign of the test cell eliminated much of the pyrex glass previously used. However,

not all of the glass could be eliminated since some parts of the cell had to be transparent

so that the operator could gauge the presence of electrolytes and gas bubbles.

Figure 23 shows the iR drop corrected current vs potential behavior of the

steel in the electrolyte. There was a considerable iR drop in the test cell (a solution

resistance on the order of 2000 fa was observed by interruption methods). However

polarization potentials were corrected using externally determined current density vs

potential data. A current vs potential curve obtained using a PAR cell with a Luggin

capillary located close to the specimen sufficiently minimized ohmic drop so as to

provide a relationship between current density and potential. This data was used to

determine the potential attained in the pre-UHV cell from the current density of the

sample. As seen in Fig. 23 a current below 10 PA/cm 2 flows until the sample reaches a

potential of -1000 mV vs SCE (-955 mV vs Ag/AgCI) at which point water reduction to

hydrogen dominates the reaction.

_4W_

Fig. 23

Potential vs log current Vdensity for steel in deaer- Eat steel NH n (Rdaerop E =6
ated 0.2% NHOH (fR-drop .

corrected). E -

-1200
10t 100 1000

I-l, pA/cm2
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The sample was Ar-ion etched and then transferred to the conditioning cell

where it was immediately polarized to the test potential. The polarization continued for

10-15 min until constant currents were observed. The electrolyte was then removed and

the sample placed directly in the UHV as described in Sect. 5.1. Auger electron spectra

(AES) were immediately taken to characterize the overall chemistry of the surface. It

was found that Si remained as a major component on the surface which showed a possible

tendency to concentrate under conditions of higher cathodic polarization (Fig. 24).

Clearly the elimination of the Si contamination was not achieved.

Fig. 24 2

Atom ratio of Si to Fe vs potential
of the pretreatment.

0
-1200 -1000 -500 -500 -400 -200

E, mV vs SCE (IR corrected)

Despite the Si contamination the iron chemistry could be characterized from

the Fe 2p XPS spectra for different pretreatment potentials shown in Fig. 25. Several

features are apparent from the spectra. For the sample at open circuit (-256 mV), the

spectrum is primarily that for Fe3 0 4 as determined from the energies of the two Fe 2p

peaks. However, there is a slight increase in intensity between 714 and 719 eV which

indicates the presence of FeOOH. This type of spectrum was also observed for the

sample chemically polished in Oxalic acid/peroxide (Fig. 25b). In addition intensity from

the Fe(0) substrate as evidenced by the low energy shoulders at 707 ev and 721 eV shows

that the oxide on the sample prepared at open circuit in the pre-UHV cell is extremely

thin.

At -400 mV, the intensity between 714 eV and 719 eV due to Fe(III) has

vanished entirely, but the Fe(0) soulders remain. This spectrum remains essentially the

same until -1130 mV where currents on the order of -100 iA/cm2 were observed. At this
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Fig. 25 (continued)

(c) Iron 2 p spectra for carbon l
steel treated at -100 uA/cm 2

before transfer to the UHV.
The air transfer was made
through laboratory air while
the direct transfer relied on
the pre-UHV cell.

AIR TRANSFER

735 730 725 720 715 710 705 700 695 690

BINDING ENERGY, .V

point the oxide is reduced to produce distinguishable low energy 2p1 / 2 and 2p 3 / 2 peaks

for the metal in the zero oxidation state. Between -250 mV and -650 mV(SCE) of sample

pre-treatment, the Fe 2p 3/ 2 line is in the 710.6 to 711 eV region which is relatively high

and suggests that the Fe 3 0 4 is slightly oxidized. 3 1 At -950 mV of pretreatment in the

alkaline electrolyte, the Fe 2p 3 / 2 shifts to lower energies by a few tenths of an eV while

at -1130 mV (-100 jjA/cm 2) distinct peaks for the metallic state appear. An identical

treatment (at -100 ijA/cm 2 ) followed by air transfer gave a spectrum shown in Fig. 25c

as compared to the direct transferred sample from the pre-UHV cell. As can be seen no

Fe(O) peaks are present for the air transferred specimen which illustrates the utility of

the pre-UHV cell for preserving the surface chemistry.

To summarize, the iron XPS results show that an extremely broad cathodic

region exists between -400 and -1100 mV where Fe 3 0 4 is stable. Positive to -950 mV the

oxide is slightly oxidized. Distinct Fe(Ill) oxides, however, do not appear in the surface

and the Fe(0) component is considered to be under the film in the -400 to -1 100 mV(SCE)

region. The oxide reduces for potentials more negative than -1100 mV and the Fe(lI[)

appears at potentials more positive than -260 mV vs Ag/AgCI. This broad region of

stability for a nominal Fe 3 0 4 calls into question the oxide reduction mechanism as being

of great significance in freely corroding steel for causing cathodic disbonding. Certainly
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the oxide reduces at high cathodic current densities (>100 uA/cm2). However, these

conditions are not present in the -800 to -950 mV (SCE) region where severe cathodic

disbonding commences (ca. -750 to -900 mV vs Ag/AgCI, see Fig. 4b).

In light of the possible structure of the acid base interactions of the surface

oxide, it is critical to establish the nature of the oxygen species under cathodic disbond

environments. The analysis is somewhat complicated by the presence of a large quantity

of silicon that exists either as silica, SiO 2 , or the highly hydrated and hydroxylated silica

gel.

The typical 0 Is XPS spectrum for the carbon steel sample treated in the 0.2%

ammonium hydroxide consisted of two peaks at 532.4 and 530.2 eV respectively (see the
"no heating" curve in Fig. 26). It was found previously that a high energy oxygen peak

could be attributed to adsorbed water while lines at 531.1eV and 530.6eV correspond to

hydroxyl and oxide oxygens respectively. 3 1' 32 The low energy line at 530.2 eV can be

attributed to Fe 30 4 . This result agrees with reports by Castle and Watts3 and

Hammond et a15 who report 530.2 eV and 530.3 eV respectively for the iron oxide Is

spectrum from disbond zones of polymer coated steel. The samples for these experi-

ments were not subject to a direct transfer from the environment to the UHV.

Since the high energy oxygen line at 532.4 eV can also be attributed to the

oxygen of the silicon compound as well as the oxygen of adsorbed water, a series of

experiments designed to distinguish these species was performed. Accordingly, the

sample treated at -510 mV vs SCE was heated to different temperatures followed by XPS

analysis. If the high energy oxygen exists as adsorbed water it would disappear with

heating at relatively low temperatures. If, on the other hand, the high energy Is 0 peak

were due to silica, it would remain with heating.

The 0 Is spectra obtained after a series of thermal treatments appear in

Fig. 26. These results may be summarized in terms of line energies and integrated

intensities (Figs. 27-32). The energies for the two lines show little shift until the sample

is heated to 5000C at which point the low energy line shifted dramatically to 530.8 eV

(Fig. 27 ). The the low energy line broadens while the high energy line narrows

(Fig. 28). The total oxygen content decreases with the heating, showing a 25% decrease

after heating at 5000C (Fig. 29). Initially the fraction of the high energy line increases

at the expense of the fraction of the low energy line (Fig. 31). After heating at 500°C,
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Fig. 26

0 Is XPS spectra for the carbon
steel prepared at -510 mV vs SCE
and then treated in vacuum
(< 10-9 torr) at the indicated z

temperatures.

S No
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526 535 $3. S33 132 631 St 529 626 627

the fraction of the low energy line increases (Fig. 30) and the iron is completely reduced

to the metallic state. This is shown by the Fe 2p spectrum taken after heating as

compared to the spectrum before heating (Fig. 31). The Si 2p spectra show no change

with heating to 500*C (Fig. 32).

The oxygen spectrum and its behavior with heating of the sample is consistent

with the following explanation. The low energy line at 530.2eV is for the oxygen of

Fe 3 0 4 , while the high energy line is associated SiO 2 . With heating the iron compound
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Fe 2p spectra for carbon steel
treated at -510 mV (SCE) in AFTER

0.2% NHOH and transferred t 500C

to the UHV for XPS analysis. =
Spectra are taken before and
after heating the sample.
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reduces with loss of water and oxygen and the low energy peak diminishes. For a

sufficiently high temperature in vacuum (5000C), the low energy line actually disappears,

the iron is entirely reduced. The new and broader low energy line at 530.8 eV has not

been identified but is most likely associated with a silica compound.

The presence of silica on the sample surface represents an experimental arti-

fact which is difficult to overcome for the alkaline environments of interest. It is
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Si 2p spectra for carbon steel
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to the UHY for XPS analysis.
Spectra are taken before and
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important to note that the adherence of the silica to the steel surface suggests a means

for inhibiting cathodic disbonding. While this present work hardly demonstrates any

beneficial influence of silica for inhibiting cathodic disbonding, silica does show a high

affinity of the steel under alkaline conditions. With a sufficiently high concentration, a

silica film may inhibit the cathodic reaction. Previous work at the Science Center has,

in fact, provided some anecdotal evidence for the beneficial influence of silica for

cathodic disbonding. 3 4 A high silicon concentration in the cathodic disbond zone might

be achieved with a glass pigmented paint. Alkaline conditions at the coating metal

interface would leach silicate from the glass pigment which could adsorb on the cathodic

sites of the steel surface.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several important conclusions can be drawn from this work.

1. The generation of alkaline electrolyte at the coating steel interface

irreversibly degrades the organic film (Fig. 3).

2. Alkaline electrolyte has a lower surface tension and, therefore, tends to

displace organic films from the metallic surface (Figs. 7 and 9). Even in the

absence of applied electrochemical potential (current) a cathodically

generated quantity of base continues to drive the disbonding process (Fig. 4c).

3. The cathodic generation of a high pH electrolyte catalyzes the wetting of a

rough surface as a result of the lowered surface energy of the electrolyte

(Fig. 7, Fig. 9, Table 2).

4. Electrochemical transformation of the iron(Il) oxide to a reduced state results

in a rapid cathodic production of OH- from the reduction of water and oxygen.

5. An oxalic acid/peroxide surface treatment renders carbon steel somewhat

acidic as defined by Fowkes et a12 8 (Fig. 15).

6. The surface of the steel under model cathodic disbonding conditions (0.2%

NH 4 OH) is Fe 30 4 (Fig. 25). For potentials above -950 mV(SCE) the oxide is

slightly oxidized. Below -1100 mV, the oxide becomes unstable with respect to

the metal.

7. Sufficiently high cathodic polarization forces steel below the potential of zero

charge which is about -550 mV vs Ag/AgCI in a pH 9.6 borate solution

(Fig. 20-22). As a result the steel has a negative zeta potential and, therefore,

repels organic layers with a zeta potential of the same polarity (Figs. 16-17).
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8. Large molecular weight organic cations in organic films can stabilize the films

against displacement from a cathodically polarized steel surface by an aqueous

environment (Fig. 22).

A recommended approach for designing an organic coating for improved

adhesion to steel under cathodic polarization is to graft a low concentration of fixed

positively charged species onto the polymer backbone. Suitable inhibiting counter ions

such as molybdate or borate could be used. This will give the coating a positive zeta

potential and promote adhesion to cathodically polarized steel. This mechanism may, in

fact, explain the enhanced corrosion resistance afforded by cathodically deposited

organic coatings which most certainly would contain some residual positive charges.

Further investigation of the role of silicon oxides and hydroxides in promoting

adhesion of organic coatings under cathodic conditions is recommended. This should be

evaluated both from a fundamental standpoint as to whether or not silica or silica gel

deposition inhibits cathodic reactions as well the more technological question of whether

silica containing paints improve resistance to cathodic disbonding.

The results of this work demand some additional comments on the mechanism

of cathodic disbonding of organic coatings from steel. Our results suggest that it is

unlikely that oxide reduction represents the rate determining step in cathodic disbonding

although oxide reduction may occur under some extreme conditions. The polymer

desorption by molecular displacement of the polymer by water and hydroxide ion in the

aqueous phase for potentials above the pzc (which may be as high as -550 mV depending

on pH) initiates the process. This displacement should be reversible except when it

occurs with sufficient cathodic polarization to generate large quantities sodium

hydroxide that irreversibly degrade the polymer and lower the surface tension of the

electrolyte. Indeed, significant disbonding of a coating occurs only at potentials

significantly more negative (-7050 mV vs Ag/AgCI) than the apparent pzc of -550 mV

(pH 9.6). The alkaline degradation of the polymer renders the disbonding irreversible

since the degraded polymer surface will no longer match the substrate to form an

intimate molecular contact. In addition, the presence of a high pH electrolyte also

inhibits reattachment of basic organic groups of the polymer to the acidic steel substrate

(or alternatively acidic polymer groups from a basic steel surface depending on the

polymer and surface pretreatment). Note that Leidheiser argues as we do here that the
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substrate is acidic to the polymer base 3 9 while a phenolic polymer adhesive was

considered in a recent report 4 0 to be acidic to the substrate base. In either case a high
OH- concentration will attack the coating-steel acid-base bond. The mech2r~sol

suggested by our work represents a combined interfacial failure 9 , 3 9 , 4 0 witi, subsequent

polymer degradation. 6 -  The interfacial failure provides the primary step enabling
cathodic reactions to proceed thereby generating a high pH for the polymer degradation

which in turn renders the disbonding irreversible.
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8.0 APPENDIX - DEFINITIONS AND EQUATIONS FOR SURFACE ENERGETICS3 5 ' 3 6

Referring to Fig A-I, the wetting force Fw (total force minus that due to

gravity and corrected for buoyancy) on the solid rod at the three phase boundry (defined

by phases a, b, s) relates to the surface tension of the ab surface, Yab' by the equation:

F/P = Yab cos 0 sab = Asab (A-1)

Yabcos 0ab has been defined as the adhesion tension, Asab .37  For a sessile drop of

liquid a on solid s, in the presence of a totally immiscible liquid b (see Fig. A-2), Young's

equation can be generalized as

'Ysb ": as + cab Cos 0 sab (A-2)

Assuming no solubility of any of the phases in each other, the respective works of

adhesion can be written as

Wab 'Ya + Yb- Yab (A-3)

Wsa : s + Ya -ysa (A-4)

%Xlsb ys + Yb - Ysb (A-5)

rearranging the above equations allows Asab to be related to the difference in the work

of adhesion of the solid to the two respective liquid phases:

Asab = 6W - L (A-6)

where

AW = Wsa - Wsb (A-7)

and
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Y = a - Yb(A-9)

Here -ya amd Ybare the respective surface tensions of the liquid phases. For no solubility

of a and b, Ay is a constant. Hence Asab depends only or, the differences between the

works of adhesion of liquids a and b, respectively, for the solid.

b
S

h 1  a

-- a

k--- d -

FN Ftotal Mg4pg/hild 
2

Wetting -total -gravitational + buoyancyj
force force force

Fig. A-I Wetting forces on a cylindrical specimen.

lab b

a 4;8ab
Sb

S

Fig. A-2 Sessile drop.
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